OverWheels by Overdrive
Monitor your moving fleet

OverWheels offers fleet solutions that allow you to gain full control of your fleet in one powerful platform.
Accurately track fleets of all types and have real-time visibility on fleet location, utilization, driver behavior, vehicle
health, the temperature of onboard cargo and more. Set up virtual boundaries and immobilize your vehicles
whenever you need to enhance safety and efficiency.
An ideal complement for companies operating in the transportation logistics, construction, and shipping industries
as we provide the ability to assist in route optimization, heavy vehicle tracking, and delivery monitoring.
Sailing into the sea? OverWheels will navigate the sail with you as we enable marine companies to capture
real-time data on vessel position, speed, and status, ensuring they never venture into unsafe waters.

The Benefits
Optimise your fleet’s operation with OverWheels.

Reduce Fuel
and Operating Cost
Analyze driving behavior to
eliminate wasted time and
boost cost-efficiency

Optimise
Vehicle Maintenance
Have full report of your vehicle
activities and increase
vehicle lifespan

Improve Productivity

Increase Safety

Plan routes to minimize cost
and time spent on the road

Identify dangerous driving
behavior and provide key
safety metrics for your drivers
such as speeding and
harsh braking

Expand Your Business
Streamline your fleet-related
business and give your team
more time to grow your
logistics operations efficiently

Free Installation
No upfront set up costs, just
monthly subscription fee

OverWheels Solutions

1. Fleet Management Solution
Key Features

Gain full control of your moving fleet in one powerful platform. We
provide you with a real-time overview of your entire fleet – including
location data, speeding, idling engine faults, geofencing, and even the
temperature of your onboard cargo, to ensure your fleet is running
safely and efficiently.

Fleet Overview
Gain full control over your fleet
operation in a centralized platform

Trip Monitoring
Track your vehicle's location from end to finish
and get update intervals every 3 – 5 seconds.

Live GPS Tracking
Capture real-time updates on your
vehicle's location, status and, activities

Real-Time Alerts
Get instant alerts and set triggers for speeding,
idling, engine faults, battery level, and geofences.

Live Reporting
Access your data anytime and anywhere

Driver Management
Keep your driver safe by monitoring risky
driving behavior such as harsh braking,
cornering and, accelerating

Stay connected with your fleet with our
Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform, giving
you access and security to all your valuable data.

Looking For More?
Overdrive’s Fleet Management
Solution also provide services
specially catered to your
business needs. Name it and we
will do our best to accommodate.

Geo-Fence

Immoboliser

Location History

Set up virtual boundaries
and push triggers when your
drivers are out of bounds

Protect your vehicles by safely
and remotely disabling any
unauthorized usage

Playback historical events to
examine and generate track
reports

Vehicle Statistics
Keep track of your vehicle's speed,
current engine revolutions, and fuel
levels to identify any potential issues

Vehicle Diagnostic
Keep your vehicle's health in
check to plan maintenance and
avoid downtime

Advanced Features

Fuel Tapping
Track your fuel level
consumption and optimize
fuel efficiency

Temperature Probe
Maintain suitable environment
for perishable goods while they
are in transit

Driver Identification
Always know who is driving and
safeguard your vehicles from
any unauthorized usage

Need something exceptional?

Car Sharing
Transform vehicles into a
sharing-ready fleet

Data Roaming
Let your vehicles stay connected
even when they travel overseas

You need not worry about
compromising efficiency and
productivity as Overdrive gears
your fleet with optimal tools to
get you going on the road.

Enhance your business operations for optimum performance with Overdrive’s fleet management solutions.

OverWheels Solutions

2. Car Sharing Solution

Overdrive’s Car Sharing Solution was designed to transform mobility into a
sharing-ready fleet. We use advanced telematics to safeguard smooth
working vehicles as well as take away the complex task of managing your
team and vehicles for a more dynamic business operation. All the data
collected from your Overdrive-installed GPS devices are easily accessible from
anywhere, giving you real-time visibility into every aspect of your operations.

Future-proof your fleet management capabilities.
Overdrive Car Sharing Solution has been designed to
accommodate the unique needs of every fleet.
We take the complex task of managing your team,
vehicles and assets, and make it simpler than ever
before. All the data collected from your
Overdrive-installed GPS devices is easily accessible
from anywhere, giving you real-time visibility into
every aspect of your operations.

Key Features

Driver Bookings

Scheduling

Vehicle Health

Vehicle Location

Driver Behaviour

Fleet Overview

Expense Tabulations

Usage Monitoring

A spectrum of cutting-edge telematics solutions, OverWheels puts any type of industry on the right track. Time to
bid goodbye to the old ways of monitoring vehicle activities and stay ahead with equipping yourselves with the
necessary tools you need to digitally transform your fleet process.
With OverWheels, you can monitor key elements that impact your fleet’s performance and spot issues to avoid any
necessary downtime. Through real-time alerts, notifications, and reports, we deliver all the data you need to
efficiently get going.
It doesn’t matter what type or size of fleet you have. With OverWheels, you are in control.
Get in touch with us to enhance your vehicles today.

Who Are We

What We Do

Overdrive is the leading real-time
asset monitoring IOT company in
Asia that provides end-to-end IoT
solutions and automates data
sensing of various types of assets
within a business ecosystem, from
vehicles and machinery to facilities
and people – all under one roof.

Specialises in
• Vehicles Monitoring

Hello,
We Are Overdrive.
Overdrive IOT Pte Ltd

• Airport Management

www.overdriveiot.com

• Vessel Tracking

ask@overdriveiot.com

• Heavy Machinery Monitoring

+65 6950 0890

• Smart Hygiene
• Environmental Monitoring
• Sustainability Solution
and more.

